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Neighbor!
News & Information for Neighbors & Friends
of the Rock Creek Woods Community

Get Ready
for Summer
Power Outages!
After a mild winter of no snow and
(thankfully) no power outages, it’s
time to think ahead to the thunderstorm/hurricane/derecho
season
and have a plan in place for the inevitable. As a follow-up to Sue Holbeck’s article in a previous issue,
here are some things to think about:
Generator: Noisy, but can save
your freezers and provide some
light each evening. Amazon, Costco and Home Depot have them now,
and maybe buying one will ensure
that you won’t need it.
If you aren’t interested in a generator, try Portable solar power. A
number of systems are plug and
play, and sufficient to power a laptop or small appliances. Someone at
the recent RCW meeting suggested
using your nice quiet Prius as a
home generator. There may still be
time to hit the Toyota dealer....
AC: Got more fortunate friends
with power? Bring wine. Otherwise, those cute old-fashioned accordion fans trimmed in flowers
and lace can be put to good use.
Perhaps with a spritz bottle of H2O?

--Continued on Page 2

Dogs of Rock Creek Woods
“The Next Generation”
Four and a half years ago, this paper introduced the Dogs of Rock Creek
Woods. Many of those canine friends are still with us, wagging their
tails and greeting us with a friendly bark. The pack at 3937 Rickover,
Gracie, Kozmo, Jasper and Harley, can still be seen with Brad Koltak
and Kim Young playing chase-the-stick. More sedately, Bailey of 3614
Spruell still pulls Jeff Binckes around on a leash. Miranda is a bit more
mellow but still frisky as ever, and a great Frisbee catcher.
Some have moved away, taking their owners to new homes:
Cagney and Lacy, formerly of 4008 Rickover, Madison of 3940 Rickover.
But new dogs have arrived in Rock Creek Woods. Let's meet them.
3609 Spruell Brownie Miller
The Millers adopted their Beagle
"Brownie" from Almost Home, a no
kill shelter, in Nelson County, Virginia
last Fourth of July. He is somewhere
between five and seven years old.
He is very sweet, and occasionally
finds his bark. He is intimidated by
cats. Therefore, Holly's cat Zipper no
longer joins us for dinner. He loves to
ride in cars, and sniff everything. We
are very happy to have Brownie in our
home.

-- More dogs inside....
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Power Outage prep. cont.
Lighting: Battery powered fluorescent lanterns are very
bright and pose no fire hazard. Home Depot has them. Amazon.com sells the Mr. Beams MB280 ReadyBright Wireless
Power Outage LED Whole House Lighting System which
automatically detects a power failure and provides up to 40
hours of bright light from 3 path lights, 3 ceiling lights, and
detector. For $79.95 (less than half the retail price) it seems
like a good thing to set up in advance.

Editor’s Notes
Dear Neighbors,
The Newsletter returns after a hiatus forced by my schedule
and that of my head reporter, Tom Klein, but we are back and
(we think) at least as good as ever! Thanks to Tom for his major
contributions, covering our passings, farewells, pets and welcomes to our neighbors. His interest in all of us and his sensitivity are rare indeed.

Food: You know the drill – eat the PEPCO diet (dictated
by progressively defrosting items in your freezer) until you
run out or have to toss the rest. Solutions include starting to
eat through your freezer now, and not stocking anything you
would hate to lose. If you have freezer space, fill it with ice
by freezing plastic bottles of water. That way, when the power goes out, you will already have blocks of ice to maintain
things for a few days. Alternatively, you can invest in a gas
powered freezer (check via Google for sites selling these).
They are set up to run on LP or propane but can be converted
to hook up to the natural gas line.

I am trying to incorporate clickable webpage links in this PDF
file. Some of them work, but not others; I am still learning this
trick. Give them a try, or select, copy and paste them into your
browser to get to the websites.

Cooking: You are going to have a lot of rapidly defrosting/
spoiling food, so this is important! For those of us out of
luck due to our electric stoves, our choices include making
sure we have enough charcoal or gas tanks for our grills, or
a camp stove or portable burner with gas canisters. How I
wish I had my Mother’s 1960s Pyrex percolator for making
coffee on the grill. Priorities!

In this issue we introduce the newest members of that elite society – the Dogs of Rock Creek Woods. What a great life for a
pooch – a lovely green neighborhood with friendly neighbors
petting you, tossing you a Frisbee, and taking you home when
you get lost. RCW seems to be a haven for dog walkers from the
surrounding streets. Please see the box on County Pet Laws and
gently remind anyone walking unleashed dogs, or not scooping,
for example, that this is illegal and subject to substantial fines.

Telephone: If you have FIOS, you know about those shortlived batteries, which last about 8 hours (~7%) of our 5-day
outages. Neighbor Rick (“MacGyver”) Stumpf assembled a
handy system consisting of a marine battery, and a (Black
& Decker®) power inverter with battery terminal clips on
one end and plug outlets on the other to connect to the FIOS
system or other appliance. You still need a battery charger
and more fortunate friends with power in order to recharge
the marine battery every day. Sue’s article discussed storage
batteries that work with the solar packs mentioned above.
They too can be charged from an outlet, if you have access
to someone with electricity. Bring more wine.

The Kensington Farmer’s Market is gearing up for a great summer. The fresh veggies are back, including farmer Dave’s very
decent hothouse tomatoes. Peaches and melons will be here
soon, plus eggs, greens, lettuces, baked goods, chocolates,
cheeses, pizza, fish and barbeque. Hours 8 am to noon on Saturdays, Kensington MARC Station (parking on Plyers Mill Road
across the tracks and along Kensington Row/Howard Avenue).

Cell Phone: What else but a car charger? Check Amazon.
com – they have everything.
Entertainment: Checking in on your neighbors, organizing mass meat grilling parties and PEPCO-calling circuits.
Of course there is the inevitable refrigerator/freezer cleaning. With any luck we will also have time to catch up on
our novels, knitting, puzzles, closet re-organizing, ukulele
practice, etc.
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After a mild winter, it’s time to turn our attention to an advancing Washington summer, hence my ever-optimistic piece on the
front page. Please take it in humor, despite the likelihood we
will have to deal with the no-power routine yet again. Maybe
we can change our luck by being too prepared. Isn’t that how it
goes? Once you own the loud, smelly generator, you never have
to use it, right? Fingers crossed!

Finally, as a long-time COSTCO member, I am pleased that
the Wheaton Store is now open, but I am hoping the county
does not allow a gas station so close to the Kenmont Swimming
Pool. Please make your views known to the County Executive and stand in solidarity with our neighbors in Kensington
Heights, who do not want the environmental hazards of a gas
station in their backyard.
In the next issue we will celebrate that other elite society – the
Kids of Rock Creek Woods. Get your best baby and kid photos
and stories ready, as the RCW paparazzi will be collecting them
soon. Maybe we can even get a group photo for the front page.
Tell the Cats of RCW not to worry, we haven’t forgotten them.
See you in the ‘hood, as President Pati calls it.

--MAT

Dogs of RCW - TNG cont.

3612 Spruell George and Nina Hogan
Walk around RCW late evening, you might meet a frisky little dog with long silky black and sable fur. She will
run up to you, sniff your feet then roll over for a tummy rub. Once you oblige her, she will run circles around and around
you as fast as she can before charging off in search of a new admirer. Possibly she will stick by your side because you
have become her long-lost friend. That pooch is Nina, who moved here with Sean, Agnes, Camille and Clea Hogan all
the way from Oakland, California. Sean says she was very shy when introduced to the family back in 2003. Unbelievable
when you see this canine socialite today.
Nina was found at a Berkeley dog adoption stand. Her breed? Best guess is that her mother was a full-figured
Bernese who was seduced by a smooth-talking and sophisticated English Corgi.
Also in the family is George, a majestic creature. Sean found him in Oakland standing in a crowd of rescue dogs
waiting for adoption, a bit awkwardly but still with a most regal manner. Back home, the Hogans found that beneath
George's distinguished manner was a very quirky and insecure animal. Nonetheless, George became a permanent member of the Hogan household thanks to the fireworks that quickly flew between him and Nina.
Was it Horace Greeley who said "Go east young man?" East came the Hogans in the summer of 2010. Nina and
George knew that Sean and Agnes had this all backwards, and became more and more unhappy as the hot humid August
eastern air enveloped them. Their resentment peaked when they found themselves in Rockville. All changed when the
Hogans moved to Rock Creek Woods. Nina and George are delighted with their new home and their adoring neighbors.

4009 Ingersol Charlie Holbeck
Charlie joined the Ingersol menagerie two
years ago at age 3. He is a great watchdog with his
super-deep bark and a wonderful, obedient companion for Sue Holbeck. Charlie's favorite things are
chasing tennis balls, supervising Ingersol activities
from the upstairs windows, chasing tennis balls,
playing with Miranda, chasing tennis balls, napping
on the sofa, and chasing tennis balls.
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4006 Rickover Daisy Deane-Gonzales
Relatively new to the RCW Rabbit Eradication Project is Daisy, adopted by the Deane-Gonzalez
family this past July. Daisy is about a year and a half
old– an adolescent in dog terms – and per that stage of
life, has various neighborhood crushes, including one
on Brad and Kim's black lab, Harley. We don't know
all that much about Daisy's background: we do know
that she's a Southern girl, having been picked up by a
rescue group when she was a stray in Tennessee. As to
her forbearers, well, she's a mutt; but the vet says she's
likely part beagle, part border collie. If you see her
in the 'hood, feel free to approach and pet if you're so
inclined, she is a people-lover from nose to tail!
Daisy has formed a special attachment to
Agustin Blazquez. If he is outside the house when
Daisy is walked by, she will not go past without coming over to wag a special "Hello!"

4011 Rickover Rio DeCoster/Beider
Our little Rio (as in the Spanish word for river), was a
rescue from Lucky Dog. He came to us, age about one year,
with the name and it seemed to suit him. Rio is a terrier poodle
mix; he certainly loves sniffing the ground!
When we got him, he needed surgery on one hip. Xrays showed injuries to his spine and pelvis. The affected hip
bone was removed surgically and he has done fine since, with
just a signature hop at a trotting pace. Somehow, he runs like
the wind.
Louis wanted a dog from an early age and loves his
friend. Rio is ultra frisky and has a surprisingly deep growl. He
loves running and playing with other dogs, though he does not
get along with every dog (or person) he meets. He graduated
from first level training at PetSmart and his diploma is displayed
prominently. Plenty more to learn! We love him dearly.

4012 Rickover Duncan Eresian
Last October, our beloved Rocky Dawg died unexpectedly from cancer. Missy was so very sad, she spent most
of her days sleeping.
Then on Valentine’s Day, she spotted a tall dark
handsome stranger across the room. He said his name
was Duncan. Imagine her delight when he said he was
available to come home with her.
Duncan’s previous life apparently didn’t include
other dogs or people, so he is now learning his social
manners.
We’re all very happy to have him as part of the pack.
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4015 Rickover Aengus Horan/Smith
Aengus, born May 10, 2010, came to
Rickover Road in July and fell into the adoring
arms of Maeve and Eamon. He is named after
the Irish God of Love, and he certainly lives up
to the love part. Best remedy for a low mood and
a bad day. The humans in his life love him dearly but have failed in his training and he uses all
his strength to drag us (Cathleen mostly) around
the neighborhood on his leash. He has all of us
eating out of his hand while he eats everything
carelessly left on the counter. Butter? He loves
butter! And chicken: Whole chickens! Some
steak is good too. Doesn’t this sound like a joy?
He loves the two cats. They in return try their
best to put Aengus in his place, but he is totally
irrepressible.
4019 Rickover Duffy Kennedy
June 5th, 2012, the Kennedy family – Matthew, Kathy, Lindsay and Mary Kate – piled into
their car and drove to Ohio for an Airedale pup. In
the car they discussed possible names: “Princess,
Helen, Fido, Panzer” were considered and discarded.
Then “Roxie” was suggested and whether through
enthusiasm or exhaustion no substantial objection
was raised. “Roxie” was to be the Kennedy dog.
An Airedale was Matthew's pet when he was
a boy; the family decided they wanted one for themselves. Airedales are the largest of the terrier breed.
The breed standard for a male is 60 pounds, but a
larger variant called “Oorangs” can tip the scales
up to 120 lb. Airedales are quick learners and good
companions. They need daily exercise, but make a good house pet due in part to their relatively low amount of
shedding.
After wandering through what seemed countless Ohio back roads we arrived at a home with the sign
“Hillbilly Mansion” and slightly smaller “Airedales for Sell.” Two pups and their mom greeted us at the door.
“Back Roxie, back!” commanded the lady of the house. As fate or coincidence would have it “Roixe” was the
mother Airedale's name.
The drive back to Maryland was uneventful. The runt of the litter had been picked to join us on the
return. It was reasoned that although Airedales are the “King of Terriers” smaller would be an advantage for an
inside dog. As it turned out “Duffy” (since naming her “Roxie” would show a lack of imagination) didn’t stay
a runt for long. At nine months old she’s nearly 60 pounds. Lindsay taught her to shake hands and roll over.
Duffy taught herself how to bark at squirrels and run away if the door was left ajar.
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Eleanor Foltz
1924-2013

Our former long-term neighbor, Eleanor Foltz, died January 21,
2013, aged 88, from congestive heart failure. Eleanor had been
invalided with debilitating arthritis and a frozen shoulder at the
Hebrew Home in Rockville from 2006 until December 2010 when
she was moved to a Roanoke, VA nursing home near her son, Martin. Her husband, Calvin, passed away in 2003. Eleanor’s ashes
were placed in the Wolf Cemetery, Ephrata, PA next to Cal.
Eleanor and Calvin were original home owners of Rock
Creek Woods, moving here in 1959. When the county began to
plant trees between the sidewalk and the road, Cal and original
owner John Volk made a special request on behalf of RCW for
cherry trees instead of shade trees. Eleanor said that “because of
‘those darn berries’ Cal sometimes regretted the original project!”
Eleanor and Cal met when they were graduate students
at Purdue University where Eleanor earned a PhD in Chemistry
following her BA at the University of Illinois. They married in
November 1953. Completing their graduate work at the same time,
both Eleanor and Cal found positions at NIH. While Cal remained
at NIH for his entire career, Eleanor resigned in 1959 when her
first child, Jane, was born. Later, from about 1987 until her health
began to fail, Eleanor worked for the Congressional Information
Service, which created indexes to hearings and reports published
by the U.S. Congress. The CIS was located in Bethesda, making it
convenient for Cal and Eleanor to commute together.
Eleanor focused her very considerable intelligence and
energy into the PTA. She wrote well, spoke effectively and quickly became a leader. Eleanor represented the Area 1 High School
PTAs in the Montgomery County Councils of PTAs from the late
1970s to the late 1980s. For several years up to 1987, Eleanor was
Area One Vice President of the MCC-PTAs. School closings and
the boundaries of high school catchment areas were major issues
during Eleanor's tenure. She fought hard and successfully to keep
Einstein open.
From the time Jane was a second-grader right through her
elementary school years, Eleanor helped with the Campfire Girls,
becoming a Troop Leader. The program details are forgotten but
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long remembered is selling peanuts to raise funds (cookies were
Girl Scout stuff). Eleanor's Girls positioned themselves in front of
the Chevy Chase Market and did very well.
Eleanor was a big tennis fan. Eleanor and Cal, with Jane
and Martin, were regulars at the tennis stadium at 16th and Kennedy Streets, along with May, Joe, Jeanne and John Nakamura.
Once the two families drove together to Forest Hills, NY to see
the US Open – the last season for grass courts. They watched the
tennis greats, among them Ken Rosewell and Björn Borg.
Eleanor was born on April 23, 1924 to Harvey Wilfred
and Marjorie Fardell in Metropolis, Illinois, a quiet small town on
the Ohio River in the southwest corner of the state. Despite living within the confines of a modest income, Harvey and Marjorie
raised and educated three children: Harvey Jr. (1921-2003), Eleanor (1924-2013) and Marjorie Adele (1927-90). A fourth child,
Mary Kaye, born in 1932, succumbed to Diphtheria before her
fourth birthday.
Generosity to those less fortunate was a hallmark of the
Wilfred home. Eleanor's mother, Marjorie, kept a special lantern
on the back porch that announced to hobos that they could stop by
for a meal.
Harvey and Marjorie Wilfred were people who had their
eyes fixed on the distant horizon with a clear vision of a good
life for their children. Eleanor and her siblings went to college.
Her older brother, Harvey, Jr., became a minister in the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ). Eleanor, as we know, trained to become a scientist. Her sister, Marjorie Adele, was an administrator
for Campfire USA in Findlay, OH. It is believed that she too had a
university education.
Eleanor's memories of growing up in Metropolis were of
fun things that she shared with Jane and Martin. Eleanor had a
horse. Her first one was named Billy, and she was heartbroken
when he died. Older, Eleanor would ride occasionally out into
the country with her friend Ella Mae to a place where they could
buy a barbecue sandwich with Cole slaw and also have a look at a
caged wolf.
As a youngster, Eleanor was a fearless athlete. After seeing a circus, she insisted that her father build her a trapeze; and,
of course – just as her mother feared – she took a bad fall. After
watching a horseback barrel rolling act, she tried it herself; and
that was the start of a life-long knee problem. In winter, when the
road was iced up, Eleanor amused herself in this familiar way:
Ran as fast as she could along the road and then fell onto the sled
for a long, fast ride. One time, the rope attached the front of the
sled tangled with her leg and it was down face first on to the frozen
road. Goodbye front teeth! Eleanor became the youngest wearer
of dentures in Metropolis. Eleanor's full-speed-forward approach
to athletics followed her to college. At U of Illinois, she joined the
swimming team. One day, pushing herself, she turned too late and
busted her nose against the side of the pool.
Eleanor's love of books, a devotion that evolved into a
love of science, blossomed at age 11 when she was recovering
from scarlet fever. During the long weeks of convalescence at
home, she reportedly read every book in the school library. Music
was also part Eleanor's life. She studied the clarinet and played in
the school band.
Eleanor s survived by two children, Jane and Martin. For
the past six years Jane has been a special education teacher in San

Jose (Jane earned her Education Teaching Credential from San
Jose State). She and husband Robert Colhour have two daughters.
Savannah, now 20, is in her Junior year at Santa Clara University,
majoring in public health but also seriously interested in dancing.
Aislinn, 15 years old, is a sophomore at Notre Dame High School
in San Jose. She enjoys studying history and English and also, like
her mother, takes part in debates.
Martin studied Pharmacy at the University of North Carolina, graduating in 1985. He started with Peoples Drug and CVS
here in the Washington Area. After eleven years Martin moved to
the Giant grocery pharmacy where he remained for nine years. In
1996, Martin moved to Roanoke and was a pharmacist there with
Kroger's. Following his mother's death, Martin moved back here.
The final decade and a half of Eleanor's life were years
of confinement. Somehow, she bore up and kept her mind busy
reading and working puzzles, also watching sports on TV – a tennis match would brighten her day. In those years as in her youth,
Eleanor managed to convey optimism, good cheer and fun. Cordie
Goldstein summarizes Eleanor's life well: "She was a jolly happy
woman who was downright brilliant."
--Thomas Klein

Independence Day
Fireworks and Concerts
Thursday, July 4, 2013

City of Rockville
Montgomery College - Rockville Campus
51 Mannakee Street
Main Stage:
7 p.m. Fugitive Brass Quintet
8 p.m. Rockville Concert Band
9:15 p.m. Fireworks!
http://www.rockvillemd.gov/events/independence-day.htm

Kensington/Wheaton
Albert Einstein High School
11135 Newport Road, Kensington
Entertainment 7:30 p.m.
Fireworks 9:15 p.m.
History & Fun facts about Independence Day:
http://www.military.com/independence-day
http://www.usa.gov/Topics/Independence-Day.shtml

http://www.independencedayfun.com/229/somehistory-behind-independence-day-customs/

Neighborhood Milestones
Cathy Lamont Retires (sort of...) - I’m retiring in
June at the end of this school year, after 44 years of
teaching high school Spanish (and French, a long
time ago). I can’t wait! I plan to dance more, travel,
renovate my house a bit, get more comfortable with
cooking, and learn more languages (Italian is at the
top of my list). I might tutor Spanish and plan to
study for a TESOL (teaching English to speakers of
other languages) at Montgomery College starting in
August.
New RCW Police Liaison - Officer Denise Gill,
our long-time Police Liaison, is retiring at the end
of June. Officer Oliver Janney is replacing her. His
contact information is:
oliver.janney@montgomerycountymd.gov
301 657-0962
Police Non-Emergency Number:
301279 8000
We thank Officer Gill for her dedicated service to this
community and wish her a happy retirement.
Pati Young - Newly Appointed ArtsTrustee - I am
pleased to announce I was invited and accepted to
join the Board of Trustees of The American Craft
Council (ACC) which is a national, nonprofit educational organization founded in 1943. Their mission is to promote understanding and appreciation of
contemporary American craft while celebrating the
remarkable achievements of the many gifted artists today who are working in a variety of mediums.
Check out their website: www.craftcouncil.org. Locally, they put on the Baltimore Craft Show known as
“Winter Market” each February.
New Baby Girl! - Rayah Harris was born to Melanie
and Barry Harris on December 14, 2012. Welcome
to the neighborhood!
Milestones and personal news can be sent to the editor any time for inclusion in the newsletter.
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Alice Johnson Holland, 1933-2013
Our friend and former neighbor at 3909 Rickover, Alice
Holland, passed away January 16th. Alice had been suffering from Alzheimers but managed to stay in her own house
until 2009 when she fell and broke her foot and then had to
move to a nursing home. The cause of death was pneumonia which followed influenza.
Alice and her husband Graham were original owners in Rock Creek Woods. They had been living in Adelphi
with their infant daughter, Laurel, when they saw promotional materials for Rock Creek Woods. They fell in love
with the Goodman concept, picked out their lot and house
model, finally moving in in 1960. Their children Clayton,
Dawn and Matthew were born while living in RCWoods.
Graham passed away in 2007. Alice is survived by her four
children, ten grandchildren one great-granddaughter, and
two sisters.
Alice was born in Norwood, Massachusetts. The
family moved to Silver Spring where Alice attended Blair
High School. Alice and Graham met at the University of
Maryland where Graham studied Engineering, Alice Home
Economics. After graduation, Alice worked for PEPCO as a
home demonstrator for new appliances and also as a home
lighting specialist.
The outdoors was Alice’s great joy. She loved
hiking, bird watching and gardening and threw herself into
these activities. Alice would go on 3-4 day birding trips,
sometimes taking Dawn and Matthew with her, and she
went on a month-long birding trip to Kenya. Alice was a
regular at the Ocean City or Frostburg Ornithological Society conventions and kept a “life list” of all the birds she has
seen. She passed on this prized possession to a dear family
friend, Bonnie Coats, whom Alice inspired to become a
birder herself.
Hiking was another love. Alice joined the American Volkssport Association and went on “Volksmarching”
walks. Closer to home, Alice often walked on the C&O
Canal with Matthew joining her from age five through his
college years. Alice would call off the names of all the
beautiful wild flowers and identify distant bird calls.
All around her house Alice planted beautiful
clusters of azaleas. Alice was a longtime member of the
Garden Club of Brookside Gardens where she met other
azalea enthusiasts and helped found the Azalea Society of
America. She was their first Secretary as well as a member
of the first Board of Trustees.
On a recent bright sunny afternoon I walked by
Alice and Graham's home. The azaleas were just reaching
full bloom. The many-colored branches of closely-planted
bushes by the street soared to the sky. I climbed the azalealined steps alongside the house to the back garden. Pushing
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open a brown wooden door I entered a virtual wilderness
of azaleas. A path beckoned, leading me through the plants
to a small open space by the back fence, totally sealed off
from the house, the neighborhood, the world: Alice's private corner.
A small, curved brick terrace stands in rear. In
front are two miniature benches and a small concrete table.
Three little heart-shaped shields lean against the terrace,
green with age, inscribed "Love," "Laugh," "Dream."
Above them on the brick terrace is a thin statue of a holy
figure (St. Francis), holding a dove in his left hand. Sitting
on his left is a tiny winged angel, gently cradling a bird in
his hands. On St. Francis' right is a small humanized frog,
legs crossed, head up, grinning at the sky, happily clapping
his hands.
The empty bird feeders in the trees overhead say
that Alice is gone. But the quiet alcove with Alice's little
friends tells us that Alice's spirit is still alive.
--Thomas Klein

Farwell to Kathryn Sandberg
A mere four days after Michael Shapiro of Long
and Foster Realty attracted a mob of people to an Open
House at 3915 Rickover on a bright sunny mid-February
Sunday, Kathryn Sandberg had a contract on her home. She
had wanted to move for some time but held out hoping for
a recovery in house prices.
The house on Rickover came with her marriage to
Charles Strott whom Kathryn met when starting work at
NIH in 1987. Charlie died on December 23, 2008 following
a serious auto accident six months earlier. While Kathryn
loves the house and living in Rock Creek Woods, it is too
far from her work at the Georgetown University Medical
Center, where she has been on the faculty since 1994.
Kathryn is a Professor in the Department of Nephrology and Hypertension, and the Director of the Center
for the Study of Sex Differences. The Medical Center
explains Kathryn's work in its web site: "Sandberg's laboratory focuses on the molecular mechanisms underlying
the sex differences in the incidence and rate of progression
of hypertension and associated cardiovascular and renal
disease.. . . ."
Kathryn earned a BA degree in Chemistry from
the University of Rochester in 1979, then in 1984 an MS
from Johns Hopkins University in Biochemistry, Cellular &
Molecular Biology. Kathryn went on to the University of
Maryland where she received a PhD in Biochemistry and a
few years later joined the staff at NIH.
Outside the lab, Kathryn looks after her cats and
enjoys the get-away home in Maine that she and Charles
built several years back. Kathryn is now engaged to Thomas Mellman, who is on the faculty of the Howard University College of Medicine. He is an MD, a psychiatrist, a
professor in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences and also Vice Chair of Research. Kathryn and
Thomas purchased a house on 29th Street NW near Tilden
which they have renovated to give it their personal stamp.
When they sensed the impending move, Kathryn's cats Sangio and Lulu, always independent creatures,
showed their displeasure by running away. Only at the
last minute did they return, out of devotion to Kathryn. We
hope Sangio and Lulu find happiness in their new home.
--Thomas Klein



New Neighbors:
Jon Dolan and Sarah Donahue
Jon Dolan and Sarah Donahue, with their 5-year
old son Daniel, moved into 3940 Rickover in early April.
After weeks of gradually bringing their things into the
house, they finally feel settled – the final touch being a sixpack in the refrigerator of their favorite Blue Moon beer.
Jon and Sarah had been working and living in Frederick, MD. They took on new jobs, Sarah in Falls Church,
Jon in Baltimore. Looking for a house in-between, they
were charmed by Rock Creek Woods. Young Daniel finds
it awesome. "All the trees have flowers! And there are deer
in the back yard!”
Jon and Sarah are originally from Minneapolis. A
chance meeting through friends of friends brought them together and not too long after wedding bells tolled. Sarah's
field is pharmacology: PhD from U/Minnesota. A post-doc
fellowship at Vanderbilt led to a move to Nashville. Sarah
took a post with the Dept. of the Army at Fort Dietrich
in the Office of Human Protective Services in a science
liaison group. Now she is with the Office of the Surgeon
General in Falls Church, working is part of a "think tank"
for the Medical Command. Her first assignment, in connection with a high-level visit from Thai Government officials,
was to explore collaboration with the Thai Royal Army on
military medicine.
Jon's field is information technology. He worked
fourteen years as a graphic designer, taking a 2-1/2 year
break as a stay-at-home dad. Now he is with the University
of Maryland (Baltimore) where he is the coordinator of
data base systems. He explains IT work as an effort to make
computers, data sources and people happy but not necessarily in that order.
Jon's hobby is music. He plays the guitar and composes songs with the help of his computer which enables
him to record his guitar and lyrics and bring in as accompaniment drums and other instruments. Sarah gardens.
According to Jon, she has a wonderful green thumb and can
make anything grow.
Welcome to Rock Creek Woods, Jon, Sarah and Daniel!

RCWCA OFFICERS
President – Pati Young
Vice President – Kathy Waldmann
Secretary – Betsey Binkes
Treasurer – Rhonda Teranto

Farewell to Mari Ellen Spicer
We say farewell to Mari Ellen Spicer, who lived in 3912 Rickover for 53 years. She and her then husband, Vincent Sweeney, were original owners. They moved to Rock Creek Wood in January 1960 with their three children, Carolyn then 11,
Mary aged 7 and Mark who was just one year old.
Vincent and Mari Ellen were both from Portland, Oregon. They married in their mid-twenties. Vincent was a medical doctor, a psychiatrist, with the US Army. At first the army routine of moving frequently from one station to the other
was an adventure. However, after living in California, Texas and New Jersey, they were ready to settle down when Vincent was assigned to Walter Reed. Vincent and Mari Ellen first rented on Wexford Drive, but when they saw the Goodman homes with their exciting contemporary lines coming up in Rock Creek Woods they moved in at the first opportunity:
January 1960.
After Mari Ellen and Vincent separated, Mari Ellen stayed in the house. She took her maiden name, “Spicer.”
Vincent became Chief of Psychiatry and Neurology at Walter Reed, and retired with the rank of Colonel.
Eventually living alone in the house became too much for Mari Ellen. The great snowstorm of 2010 signaled that
the time for a move was approaching. We remember well her evacuation. Daughter Mary drove her car to the town house
area. Several neighbors found a large sled and carefully pulled her along Rickover and down the black path to the waiting
car.
The move came early this year. Mari Ellen’s son, Mark Sweeney, built an apartment for her on the lower level of
his new home in Gainesville, VA, where Mari Ellen has a studio for painting and lots of wall space on which to hang her
favorite works. Mari Ellen is a talented artist, painting in oils and water colors and fabricating metal and wood works of
art, such as the one shown in the photo, a piece of which she is particularly proud. "A good many years ago God inspired
me to do this design. My minister liked it so well he wanted to take a picture of it. I decided to take the picture and send
the first print to him & then to all the special people in my life. I then asked him who I should give a print to next. He
suggested the members of my church on the day each of them were born. 540 have been sent so far. I've had most interesting responses from it."
Mari Ellen, now 92 years old, continues to draw, turning out a picture a day.
--Thomas Klein

Montgomery County
Doggie and Pet Laws
RCW is a haven for dog walkers from our own and
surrounding streets, and encounters between dogs,
other dogs and people (known and unknown) are
an everyday occurrence. This requires a lot of good
behavior on the part of all concerned, including (especially) the humans, who so often do not follow the
county dog laws.
The following website of the Montgomery County,
MD Animal Affairs Division contains a Summary of
Selected County Animal Control Laws:
http://www6.montgomerycountymd.gov/poltmpl.
asp?url=/content/pol/districts/MSB/animal/
summarylaws.asp
•The At Large Law requires all dogs outside
their owner’s premises to be leashed
•The Unwanted Contact Law protects people
from dog bites to being jumped on
•The Cruelty to Animals Law covers a wide
range of abuses
•The Dangerous Animals Law includes the handling of wild animals
•Vaccination and licensing requirements – a
must for pet health
•Animal Defecation (“pooper scooper” law) –
put those newspaper bags to use!
•Animal Trespass Law
•Animal Noise - take note if you have a loud or
constant “barker”
Violation of these laws can result in fines starting at
$100-$500. (See Montgomery County Code, Sec.
5-202 and Sec. 5-203 for specifics and fines)
Please also read the article on the Wheaton Patch
website for further advice: http://wheaton-md.patch.
com/articles/doggie-laws-what-pet-owners-need-toknow-about-keeping-a-pet-in-montgomery-county



Hurricane Season 2013
NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center is forecasting
an active or extremely active six-month hurricane
season, which begins June 1. NOAA’s Atlantic Hurricane Season Outlook says there is a 70 percent
likelihood of 13 to 20 named storms (winds of 39
mph or higher), of which 7 to 11 could become hurricanes (winds of 74 mph or higher), including 3 to
6 major hurricanes (Category 3, 4 or 5; winds of 111
mph or higher).
These ranges are well above the seasonal average
of 12 named storms, 6 hurricanes and 3 major
hurricanes. Read more at http://www.noaanews.
noaa.gov/stories2013/20130523_hurricaneoutlook_
atlantic.html
NOAA’s Hurricane Preparedness Week
Visit http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/prepare/ to get video,
audio and web-based information on hurricane
awareness, harzards, preparation and other resources.
This is a great educational resource for adults and
kids alike
Montgomery County’s
Emergency Preparedness plans.
http://www6.montgomerycountymd.gov/cittmpl.
asp?url=/content/pio/news/preparedness.asp

Kid Safety - Drive slowly and be watchful!
This is our usual reminder to be vigilant while driving
around the neighborhood. We have a large and growing
contingent of kids, from toddlers to teenagers, who walk,
bike, and play along our streets and sidewalks. Please
observe the 25 mph speed limit and keep your eyes open
for kids darting into the street unexpectedly. Tell your
visitors the same, and don’t use cell phones while driving
(illegal anyway!).
Parents, please instruct your younger (pre-high school)
kids to ride their bikes on the sidewalk (while wearing
helmets). We don’t mind at all and would rather see them
safe. Happy Summer!

Hi Neighbor! is a quarterly publication of the Rock Creek Woods Civic Association. To contribute stories or items of interest to the
community, personal milestones, photos and announcements, please email them to the Editor (mtoscano13@verizon.net). Contributors
to this issue include Head Reporter Tom Klein, Sarah Eresian, the dog owners and Rick Stumpf. Thanks!
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